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Emotions flare in heated abortion debate
By Holly Olsen
Daily staff writer
The controversial ahortion versus right
to life issue was presented in a heated debate
at the Student Union Ballroom Wednesday
night.
Sponsored by the Women’s Resiiiiice
Center. the debate featured Texas ;amino
Sarah Weddington. a pro-choice representa
tive challenging conservative activ ist
Schley. a pro-life spokeswoman. Schlatly
heads the Eagle Foruni. a lobbying group
made up of anti -abortion crusaders as well as
a support network for other conservative
causes.
Schlatly. perhaps most well known for
her opposition to the Equal Rights Amendment, was the target bir most of the verbal
assault by the panel members and audience.
Schlafly was verbally attacked for
stirring emotions with statements such as
"abortion has made the playboy lifestyle
arlIMS bOth parties to get
available 10 11101

lid ot the ev
Because of the emotion stirred between
the opponents. it seemed that ahortion is
more of a moral than a political issue.
The original topic of discussion "Who
should have the right to k 01 ’" took on the
shape of "Who should have the pm., er to decide who has the right to ki II?’
Schlany believes it should be the state.
while Weddington supports the notion that
women should have the ultimate decision.
Weddington’s groundwork for her argument was "does the state have a compelling
enough reason to advocate laws making
abortion illegal?" and "who has the right to
decide. the state or you?"
Schley asked "should women be able
to abort a child simply out of comfort, C011 and career’!" then said "abortion
kills unborn babies denying them any decision in the matter.*
Following Weddington and Schlaflys
See IMBATE. hack page

’Does the state have a
compelling reason to
advocate laws making
abortion illegal?’

"

Weddington
11)’

’Should women be able to
abort a child simply out of
comfort, convenience and
career?’
Schlafly

Poll may change
’floating’ week
of spring break

Rakin’ it in

Student reaction to proposal varies
By Julie Rogers
Instruction and Research CommitDeity staff writer
tee.
Students and faculty may be
The committee has suggested
taking their spring vacation during a that if a "fixed" vacation is apdifferent week than the traditional proved. it should be the third week
Easter break if the Academic Senate of April. thus offering students a
adopts a new recommendation. The chance to study for finals closer to
proposal would place spring break the end ot the term.
during the third week of April.
If a lived" acation were apIn an attempt to find out proved ot, it would not be impliwhether students and faculty. are sat- mented until the spring of 19X9.
isfied with the current spring break.
Fach California State Univerthe Instruction and Research Com
sity system school sets its own
mince, a subcommittee of the Asa
spong break. according to Janice
demic Senate. has designed a poll Walker.
CSU trustees spokeswowhich will be given to SJSt students man in Long Beach. Most schools
and faculty members next semester
use a "floating" spring break. she
Currently. spring break at SJSU said.
is determined hy what week Fastei
Reaction on campus to the proSunday falls on If the current policy posal was varied.
of offering a floating" vacation
Mark Reeves. a senior radio
week is not satisfactory . the Aca
and television major. said he prefers
demic SC11.1te Ind s !loose II) Set a the current "floating" hreak.
"fixed" v acation I his would make
"I like hay mg my. vacation
the break tall ou the sdnie \seek around iia.ter. Reeves said. "To
%%hal eek have spring break during a ’fixed’
every year. re2ablless
Faster Siiiidav 1,1Hs on. accoiding to week would take away from the imSandra Kau, ai a. a membei ot the
s,
K prrec

Ken Johnston
SJSU gardener X ictor Castro doesn’t let the cool December air prevent him from caring a tank top as he rakes a mound of leaves from

Da;ly staff photographer

hushes
trout of the Music Building. Castro said he can he often he
found ar iiiiii campus %%fill his rake and ’nibble imin.

A.S., Lacrosse Club argue about team’s funding
By Charlotte Banta
Daily staff writer
What started as a protest against
the Associated Students Special Allocations Committee’s decision not
to fund the university ’s nev,e,t athLacrosse
at
club
letic
Wednesday’s A.S. board of directors meeting. unfolded into a question of liability. that could possibly
affect every sports team at SJSt
The two-month -old club’s request for S8.500 was denied by. the
committee. Almost a do/en team
players. led by Mike Huntington, the
players representative, appeared to
support the team and speak during
the ()pen forum.
Some hoard members opposed
funding the team. claiming players
may not he motivated to continue the

sport after a year or Iv", and citing
that no fund-raisers have been held.
"It’s hard to believe they are
motivated enough to start up a new
organization... said Ariel Cm/. director of ethnic affairs.
He said the Women’s Resource
Center and fraternities and sororities
raise much of their own funds. and
other SJSC organizations charge
membership fees.
A decision to fund the club %Sas.
tabled when the issue of liability. was
raised. Board members were unsure
of their responsibility to players if
they are injured during sports events.
When the issue was tabled.
hoard members reduced funding for
the club to 51,2.405 due to requests for
equipment coverage.
"I am concerned with liability

Who is responsible for the injured
athlete’!" asked Tom Booth. Cal
State affairs director. "Usually. it is
those funding tan organi/ation) who
are the liable party...
"I understand that rugby. carries
their own insurance." Huntington
said. He told the board members that
since A.S. supplements funds to
.
rugby. that team is al
Huntington and team meinhei
meeting
said
after
the
John Hagele
that they would sign a releaw
it
ing the A.S. from
they. would help fund the team.
Some of the allocated funds
may. go toward equipment and additional team expenses. Included in the
budget are: goals at 1000, nets at
S270. referee costs at S5r,ii and
!Loci espenses tor away gaine.

SI ,4-11)
lean Lenart. A.S. business administrator told the hoard she would
like to see travel expenses deleted
from .A.S coverage.
Huntington admitted ihe team
\Sas On "probation." He said he
needed help "tii get under way
"We’re try ing to get new peo
olv ed. but it’s hard with a
ple
sport that s new on tills coast."
Huntington said. adding that SJSU is
one of the last schools in the area to
have a lacrosse team.
John Hjelt. director of student
rights and responsibilities who supports aiding the team w ith A.S.
v.ery pop f unds. said. ’The SI11111
see /..4CRO.S.v/ . bock page

SJSU students learn
by tutoring children
Ily Brenda Tai I.am
Daily staff writer
The opportunity to help underprivileged youngsters lean) to read
and improve their basic mathematics
skills is being offered to SJSU students by the Santa Clara County Office of Education Juvenile Court
Schools Department.
This is the first time the tutoring
program, sponsored Ivy the EducatiOn Juvenile Court Schools Department. has been offered at SJS1’. said
Flarbara Steffin. program coordinator.
For the last five years they have
been running their ham mg program
at Santa (71ara University and it has
been "extremely successful. .to a
point that we need more tutors."
Steffin said.
There are 40 students from
Santa Clara University currently. participating in the tutoring program.
she said.

The purpose of the program is
to giv e college students. particularly
those in the criminal justice. psychology and teaching fields, an opportunity- to work with young students.
The students that will be tutored
are al the minor high and high school
ley els. Stettin said. The program is
designed tor students who are lacking in the basic skills in reading.
writing and mathematics.
In working iv
these young
students. the tutors will he going to
state licensed group homes located
within Santa Clara County uhich are
matted hy professional counselors.
These students have been appointed
by the courts ti) stay in Mese homes
because they ’Se been neglected.
abandoned, emotionally. or sexually
ahused. or have had a brush v,ith the
law . she said.
The tutoring program is open to
Sec TUTOR. page 6

Transportation problems plague Valley
By Judith Faught
Daily staff wnter
Transportation problems and
possible solutions for the ’allev
were discussed by Santa Clam
County supervisors Rod Dilation
and Dianne McKenna at SJM
Thursday.
The two SJSU graduates were
invited to speak to two of Professoi
Terry C’hristensen’s political sci
ence classes. Fitch supervisor spoke
to one of the classes.
McKenna. w ho was elected to
the board in 1984. said one of the
reasons the Valley. laces such a
transportation problem is that peir
ple have moved from the central
core of the cities II) outlying areas.
"We’ve developed into a suburban area.. McKenna’ said.
Flay Area jobs are now located
everywhere, not just in the major
cities. she said.

’Our dilemma is
what kind of transit
system do we design
to get people to
work.’
Dianne

McKenna,

ounty

supervisor

"We no longer have a regional
center of people going to San Francisco or San Jose." McKenna said.
"Now people commute to Walnut
Creek or Sunnyvale and other cities.

"Our dilemma is what kind of
transit system do we demgn to get
people to uork... she said
In addition to developing an
effective public transportation sys
tem. another problem is convincing
individual cities to commit to such a
project .
"Local governments are not
interested in giving up power."
McKenna said. "Peopli. prefer to
make their own decisions."
Diridon. who C’hostensen introduced as "clearly . the most im
ti ;importation
portant individual
and transit issues in the county
ha% been active in transportation
projects since his election to the
county board in 1974.
Diridon also sees transportation as the most pressing problem
facing the Valley
"The contrtilling factor in oar
See TRANSIT. page 8

Dianne %le henna. Santa
lara (
super% isor
and SJS1 graduate,
speaks about current
transportation problems
in (he
1rea in an
S.IS1
rhan Polities
class.
Brad hirakawa Daily staff photographer
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Editorial

Drug -testing ruling inadequate

season allowing them to he tested toward the

Athletes are caught between a rock and a
hard place. If they do not sign. the NCAA will
not let them participate in the season. If they do
sign, they are possibly going against their belief-. or are indirectly showing support for the
Current procedures.
Attorneys for the two Stanford athletes
who filed the suit argued Ihat testing was too
broad. and we agree. It tested for tm.) many
drugs (the list of banned substances contains
3,0(8) drugs).
These included chemical compounds
found in a number of legal over-the-counter
and prescription products such as cold and
asthma medications. The association requested
that athletes MR) knek they would be tested
stop taking these drugs prior to the actual testing date
.11iis caused concern IM at least one member of the California Bowl bound Spartan lbotball team, who had to quit his asthma medication one month before the team %% as tested Nov.
30. causing him to become sick.
Unfortunately.. Rushing’s ruling does not
affeci all universities involved in the NCAA
it di lects only Siunford. In the future, rulings
.ilter drug -testing procedures for every institution in the NCAA. but there will have to be

end of the season if the team reaches postsea-

more severe ylianges

son play . If they do not sign. they are declared

comes an effective test.

National

Collegiate

Athletic

Association

(ill tc lids feel they must continue drug testing
()I college athletes. they shouldn’t single out
sports

%kith

supposedly greater drug use. Either

test in all sports or test in

nnI1C.

AA c therelore feel the recent court ruling.
exempting

26

of

Superior

Court

stated in his Nov.

w as

28

Universitys

Stanford

sports Irom drug testing,

inappropriate.

Judge

Conrad

Rushing

19 ruling that onlA Stanford’s

football and men’s basketball teams would continue to he tested, because he found there was a
"compelling
sports

need

for

of a

because

in

testing

those

two

incidence of drug

higher

use.
This

unfairly

they

reach

baseball.

those

athletes.

the!. must be

tested. if

singles

They are being told that
postseason

()tit

play.

while athletes

%%omen’s basketball, track

in

and field

and others N1111 he ON crlooked.
Rushing also told the NCAA to go hack to
the drayy mg hoard to revamp its current drug testing policy. It’s scheduled to unveil that policy helore Rushing. today
One ()I’ the mann- problems

k. it /1

the cur-

rent policy is that athletes have to sign a drug testing

consent

ineligible lOr the

form

at

the

heginning

of the

In the policy before it

be-

A ’CABAL

OF ZEALOT-SI

Taking it to the Limit

Forum Policy
The Spartan Ditilv

encourages readers to write

letters to the editor.
Letters ean

he

1,111 ;III),

topic.

However. per-

sonal and letters in pool taste yy ill not he published.
Letters may he edited lor length or libel.
I,etters

must hear tht

races name.

David
Barry

major.

phone number and class level.
1)elixer Letters to the Daily ol lice on the second floor 4)1 DIA ight Hemel II all or to the Student
Union Information desk.

Thanks for the memories
Well. C% CI % i,11C,

vk hniC season

the day has arrned.

1 es. this 1, the last time that this
(yell-loyed Lolumn yv ill appear in the Spar-

Letters to the Editor
Bikes, ’boards won’t help parking
.
( hie might ask Jell Stplica if- he ha, e.er taken a
Li it teal think mg lass ’ he hasn’t. I suggest he should’.
It he ant, to aigue it point elle...Inch.. the least he can
argument.
do is ha... a
I v, a, nth:tested in his 1)e... 2 letter to the editor with
-S.’S(
needs alternatiye transportation."
the heading
hut soon I ,1/4 as flabbergasted.
le, and skalehoirlds 41te cOlistdered ail alter\Allen ’
and
lia11e 1,, ,111% nit! 1,,

skateboat LI, ale line tor riding ;hound campus. hut ate
piohlciii ’ I
they really a , table solution to ont pal k
think not! I .ast time I heard. hiy lc, %kelt: proluhrled 011
most students- it atispor Lop!, !owe
the freeway
Bicycles and skatehoatd, ate not alleinati,e Ilan,
natisit are though. and I
carpools an.I
portation
often as .1 hurl" id 114insagree thev should l used
portatiou lint
lees is not the alisO..1 to
p.iik
the problem’ lett . ,10 ou know
the California State
Uni,ei,it, Hoak! of I rustee s h. wising our pinking
m4,2 1!,1,,,,2es
tees ’ I., build Wore
stIldent. and I
I islet). I lot one. Mir .1
niAg.
dinl.t patricidal, like the pad. ing situation. But
kollie earl!. and general’)
Jilog,:niLes
titre th, classe, around V.114:11 I can get into the parking
garage I don’t ask tot %ale’ parking. change or home
curbside ph.k
- to icallie I’m a student. and that I
All I ask h.
am not able to avoid a s." a day parking fee Neithel
I able to hike to school
li, mg a Mere I 11111e, .1v,1%
Jett. beton: v ou shoot off at the mouth about how
skateboards and hikes should he used to get to hool

stop and think ahout Me people that don’t I

e

campus

tan Daily
Noy( . I know this is

ith the truth

sions

or around II
.ile 4,11 going to tell Ille 4,1,1 Use yOUr
skalehodId 14, 0.’111111111e 110111 Santa kilsa? SoillehlOik 1
thrlik inn. and 11 Noli s,r
4,11 do. I’d tin(’ it hard to he-

John A. WI ellergreen
Professor, political science

Ileke 111,1 like you’ argument
enda II I latigaard
Junior
’hild I
rlopment

Library petition unlike ’60s tactics
F.ditoi.
I ihrarian Ruth Hanel claims that the stutlents’ suceesstul petition to keep pie library pc during the
1 hank,gi, mg break
as lust like the ’60s (Spartan
I >ally .1)e,
I (yds

Flie

film is ludic,,,us

11111%er...111es .111 through the 110W politics all across the
nation yvith some caie I cannot remembei one single instance of an orderly petition to request that
libiary he
kept open so Mat students and otheis could study
tablet] 19611,, and

Howe,ei . I tlo remember numerous instances or
Llisoryter1). tigls mobs ot students and pride...sots
led
by thugs aimed v.11111101111011, 411114,1T other %keallOns
Who dein:01(10i not onIN

Ole

he ..ilOsed Nit

that the whole iiiii.eisit, .ease stud) mg \ I this urn, ei,it, . the mot, did mote than petition. it came !Olt into
classioom, and sold, halls and tried to tvat students who
I shed to stud,
demanded aS a
he end 01 stud,
Means 01 deniolislritlirry
.%1111 one Of history’s
most brutal regime, Communist ’Swill Vietnam.
or Id hetween
There is all the ditteleme in the
theri pollIKial pas
day ’s student, and Illosc hi..

JUST
i-1EY RALPH!
READING
WHAT’RE
A COMIC BY
YOU
JACK KIRBY.
DOING?
I I_OvE HIS USE
OF COLLAGE!

Faithful SJSU employee recognized
1 WWI .

,

A cmil’ir ""k‘

CO41.111111s
4.\ nth’ 1,, \ 4,1i
CiiN
lit 11111,11,11iii.:2
list of losses. eliminating

that Spanal, Cu, resident,

hme lost se% er,t111111eisik

C114110ees 4.0101141e ((oikeil

In particular. I am tiling to tenet ate about the los,
of our I intlit tit maititenan.,, man \\Pile this loss
rhe 1,4idents
seem a sliela 01111ssion 14, \ on. ro
c loss Ilidetid
Spartan (11%. It 1141s heel’ .1
in 4111 C111,11 411 subtelt, . I mentioned no riarne.

only one "taithitir maintenance
We all Kirov his yellow cart. In,
cheerful snide and his Nisi.
tlepernlable ser. tee
He know, Ins name. we knov. hi, wink V..is the (4111.
over 13 yeais there yvas

man at Spdo.in

(1(1.1111. sel \ c A110141.4%1 Spartan Ca residents
ls is the 4..Isti \\all billeall4.141.. les. another Mall has
heel’ Itaiudilied kilsck hire Spallair (
4,11., Its loll
1111.11140Aeled 01 \.111
111)1_1dealyeil:ails
10(

You’
those to,
(km
our faithful maintenance man the redo and thanks I in
tended. 1 hope you V.111114O4. goe111111 his titres
I Ando Reynolds
l’nelassified graduate student

I CAN’T STOP
OF
voRRYING
ABOUT
COURSE!
COMIC
THE IRAN-COWR
AWTIS’TS N BON
OWNS REPORT/POOR
USE
TH AT
’Mc H N IQUt

%on tiolidtilisLid

here.

MANY

COLLAGE.

Prior 14,
add 111,h2lit

MR. REAGAN!

bringing shock and tears
to many ol you, but please don’t worry.
l’he world won’t end Ronald Reagan will still
linget things and perhaps most importantly, Vanna
White will ..ont mile turning letters.
H,,,, ex et because I’m a ,k arm, concerned, caring Ind’, ’dual . I .. anted to lea, e ,ou with some-

thing him’ iip. mii semesteis v. ith this publication.
SO I.S.L. de,ilded Ate’ ririntlles or thinking

.. pl, apologi/ics io I ia. id Lett...11min
to share
my lop I Ii obser, anon, as a Spartan I)iiily shirr
metnhei
I leallie the) won’t live up to your expectations hut hew (ye go.
I)itith toll please
No. 10 I here die really only about 10 people
in this two el sit% , ho wake fleWS.
I )on’ilyhe % e me ’ (*heck the Ibily and. for
the most pal t. you’ll ,,111 see the names Fullerton.
[Merger. A 1,.I cilliall. Q.1%41(11111. Gilbert. Evans,
Schat/. Si, erisen. ( ii ikh. h. Hoffman:hod
.. hoop,
:mid,’ et,eti
N111. 9 The .iv el,h2e student on this university
doesn’t Cale abfitii III know %%hat the Academic
Senate or Associated Students Board of Directors
do.
And. to lx. honest. at limes Fin not sure I do
either.
No. 8 The quickest v, ay to get a response from
someone

with some %cry miticible exceptions
i.e.. Spartan City
is to V. rile about something
they do socially .
1)on’t think so? look at the letters to the editor
section. We Wi.11.1 Ine1111011 anything in particular
here
N4). 7 "File most sttessful tlIne
%k hell ?}lei-111011es N\kilChed o%ei .

this year was

I’m sure then. ate still people on this university who have phone, that don’t work correctly .
No.6 The Rev I eat ion and Events Center is
never really going to be completed.
I’ve come to the conclusion that Ws really an
on -going art es Mint ,. ailed. "l,rider (Onstruction.
No. 5 I also believe that Reagan and (;orbachev will wink out a trealv about nuclear arms before anv one .it illi. tiiiiersil 1lIl decide vThat to do
(yith oui !mid y . minim ing tomnitin.

No. 4 \ foie people ?cad Bloom C’ounty
hist e \ ely dav than the top story .
And I have to admit. in some instances Id()
too

a

No. 3 The um \ er,It!, should han those little
Cushman ear is horn ,...impirs. not itist hikes and
skateboards
How roam times have vou heen walking and
been greeted 1,, a honk from behind? Fin sure too
tuanv times tio, let’s start a drive to push them off

.

to the side dining peak fillies

7TS CONGRESS GRADUALLY USURPS THE
PRESIDENT’S POWER,
*THE REAGAN ERA
FADES. WALL STREET
IS OITTERY, 71-IE
DEFICIT IS UP AND15
A DEMOCRAT’
MIGHT BE IN
)
’THE WHITE HOUSE
NEXT
YEAR!

No. 2 The miner-oh. or this department should
olio and make mandato, k 41Class On IOUlinallsin
I Think 11 V.4,1ild enahlc people 144 I, imp, what
we’re doing up het,’ It ,,,,iild allow them to know
what libel and slander i call v ale. and il would
show them that contrary to common belief, we’re
not out I() gel meryone.
And rirN NO. I ObserVation as a member of the
Spartan Dadv is . . 1 knovv Noli.re dying Or suspeme is
I hope Idon’t disappoint you . . . is. . that this university actually has a president.
I kiiim this comes as a shock. hut I have observed and ,i,. molly talked to (hill Fullerton on two
occassion,
So !het e you have il. don’t you v. ish you could
YoTlit! 11,1 iliC YN1/.11f.111 Dilik ’
nii% id Barr) is the eil

the I indi appears no more.

edilor. Taking It to
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Drug may fight liver disease

Daily Delivery

Discovery not excuse for alcoholics to drink, doctors say
hos.roN (AP)
A common
drug appear% to keep alcoholics from
dying of liver disease. but it should
not be used as an excuse to keep
drinking. doctors say
A study published Wednesday.
shows that even when alcoholics
continue to drink. they seem to benefit from the medicine called propylthiouracil. or F’TU. The drug cut the
death rate in half aniong people who
took it during a two-year period. and
was almost completely effective
among those who drank the least.
"The finding is very promising. said Dr Markku
clinical director of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. "However, the treatment goal
in alcoholism is always abstinence.
That has to be emphasized."
Ordinarily. PTLI is used to treat
overactive thyroid glands. The new
study suggests that it somehow protects the liver from the poisonous effects of alcohol.
The treatment was developed
and tested by Dr. Hector Orrego at
the Addiction Research Foundation
in Toronto. A report on the work
was published in today’s New England Journal of Medicine.
An estimated 18 million Americans have serious drinking problems. and liver disease is a common
cause of death among them.
"In the long term, it looks like
PTU
beneficial to patients, even
though they. continue to drink." said
Dr. Jerome Zeldis of Boston’s Beth
Israel Hospital. "I’m very niuch

’The finding is very
promising. However,
the treatment goal
in alcoholism is
always abstinence.’
Dr. Markku !Armada.
National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse.
tempted to try it on a few patients.’
However. he and Dr. Thomas
LaMont of Boston University School
of Medicine also advised abstinence
as the best treatment.
"The current management of
anyone with any complications of alcoholism is to stop drinking completely, forever." said LaMont.
"The public has to hear that. because this could be used as a crutch
to continue drinking...
The researchers studied 310 alcoholics who hat! cirrhosis and other
liver disease caused by drinking.
When they entered the program.
they drank at least the equivalent of
g ounces of whiskey a day or went
on frequent binges. During the twoyear study. half took PTU pills twice
a day: the rest got placebos.
Nearly all the men and women
continued to drink. When the study
was in er, 13 percent of the
pa

tient, had died. compared with 25
percent of the companson group
However. those who drank les% did
better.
The researchers measured the
alcohol levels in the subjects’ urine
and divided the patients into high drinking and low -drinking categories. The death rate v% as 3 percent
for low drinkers who took FTU and
25 percent for low drinkers who got
placebos. However. it was 22 percent for high drinkers who got PTU
and 26 percent for those who got placebos in the high -drinking comparison group.
The treatment has been controversial, in part because a study five
years ago at the University of Southern California did not show any benefits of the drug.
"It’s hard to explain how we
got such negative findings. and they
got positive findings," said Dr.
Triter Reynolds. a co-author of the
earlier study.
However. he noted that patient%
in his study’ were hospitalized and
did not drink. while those in the Toronto program continued drinking
"It’s possible that the drug does
good in preventing the toxicity of alcohol rather than in improving the
liver once the damage has occurred," Reynolds said.
For this reason. doctors are uncertain whether the medicine would
help alcoholics who have successfully’ given up drinking. Such people
continue to he at risk from liver disease.

SpartaGuide
The Artists Guild is having a
holiday sale today from 6 a.m. to 9
p.m. in the Art Quad across from the
Student Union.
The Hillel Jev.ish Organization
will have a Shabbat dinner and discussion on "Jewish Women: The
Voice From the Back of the Shul"
featuring SJSU Professor Barbara
Dubins of the history department
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. today’ at 300
South 10th Street. Call Dan Dorf-

For the Record
The Spartan Daily is committed to accuracy. Any significant error brought to an edibe
will
attention
tor’s
corrected.
If you notice something
which you know is incorrect,
please write to the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose. CA 95192.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)
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man at 294-8311 for information.
The SJSU Concert Choir and
Symphony Orchestra is having a
Scholarship Concert at li:30 p.ni.
today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Call Gail at 924-4332 tor information.

Denser Broncos. at 5 p.m. Sunday
in the Spartan Memorial Chapel.
Cull Brenda Jackson at 971-7618 for
infortnation.

The A.S. Prograni Board will
present "Love and Rockets" in concert at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Student
Dan
Ballnxim.
Call
The A.S. Program Board is Union
having a "Coors Light Comedy Tattersfield at 924-626(1 for informaCommando’s Show" at 8 p.m. Sat- tion.
urday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tickets are SI. Call Dan Tattersfield
at 924-6260 for information.
The France% titilland Children’s
Center has spaces as ailable for students" children for the spring SellICSThe Eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. ter. The center is open from 7:15
is having a Christmas Vesper Cand- a. Ill . to 5:30 p.m. daily. Call Direclelight Set-sive
ith guest speaker tor Karen Sheridan at 293-2288 for
Cal% in Jones. formerly of the !Monti:mini

Campus Crimes
Students who are authorized to
enter campus buildings after hours or
on weekends are creating a security
risk when they block open outside
access doors. warned University Police Department L.t. Shannon Maloney . The practice can lead to equipment being stolen or students being
attacked.
Maloney said students can "do
themselves a layor" by keeping all
outside access doors locked because
when left ajar it allows outsiders to
come in and steal equipment or perhaps commit other crimes.
"(Students) don’t realize the
hazard they’re creating. It can lead
to attacks." he said.
A black briefcase containing
about $700 in cash was stolen sometime between 5 and 6 p.m. Tuesday
trom one of the jewelry vendors at
the Christmas Faire in the Student
Union. Because the crime totaled
more than $400. it is classified as
grand theft.
A black. two-door 1965 Volkswagen was stolen sometime between
Nov. 19 and Noy. 30 from San Sal-
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yador Street between Seventh and
Eighth streets.
The UPD Canine Unit was
called in Nov. 29 to IISsINI the California Highway Patrol in searching
for a stolen vehicle suspect. The ofricers searched residential back
yards. but were unable to find the
man.
UPD arrested two drunken drivers during the holiday break. On
Nov. 27. a driver who ran a red light
shortly after 1 :Lin W :IS %topped by a
UPI) officer. who suspected the man
of being under the influence of drugs
or alcohol. Later that morning. a
UPI) officer spotted a driver making
an illegal turn against a red light.
The driver refused to take a blood -alcohol test.

Cuban inmates
to accept deal
Cuban urinates holding g9
ATLANTA API
hostages at the U.S. Penitentiary soled Thursday to
accept an agreement w ith the tederal gosertiment that
could free the caprnes and end the 11 -day siege. a
federal it t icial said.
U S Justive Department spokesman Patrick
Korten said the agreement was approved by a majority of the imitates. and officials were waiting for word
on when the pact could he signed.
"They want somebody to come in bum out of
town:* Korten said. an apparent reference to Bishop
Agustin Roman of Miami. a Cuban !liaise ciedited
siege in Oakdale.
with helping end a similar
La. Roman booked a 7..35 p. III 111111 to Atlanta.
About 151) cheering detainees wayed from the
roof and sang the Cuban national anthem.
The two page proposal was put before all 1.10i
inmates tor vote after it Was initialed by detainee,
representatives in a meeting %1 it h tederal negotiators.
said Korten.
It already had been approved by U.S. Attorney
Cieneral Edwin Meese III.
Carol Dixon, whose husband was among the
hostages. said shortly after 5 p.m. that pi is, rii ot t ’Gals
told her to go to the penitentiary because detainees
had agreed to the pact and would release the :mikes
within three hours.
The standoff began Nov 23 following an110t1Ille111011 ot
agieement to deport to Cuba some
Ill the Martel boat those
’soiled
lilt oi 19s0

Soviet market [may irnprt)ve
Commerce Secretary
WASHINGTON (AP)
C. William Verity today said the Sin iet Union could
become a "large. new marker. tin l’.S. exporters
and suggested prospects t in Immo% cd nate would he
SO%
1.carler Mikaired during nem ecis’.
hail S. Gortieches
Verity. a longtime advocate ot ’mourned L.S.Soviet trade as duet evecutiye ot Alnico Steel. told
reporters he had accepted an inv nation along ys ith
Gorbachev
.0 meet yy
...ess I.e.u.ers
some U.S. busin
I
next week at the Soy let embassy,
The session is set tor next Thursday. atter Gorbachev and President Reagan sign an arms control
treaty at the White House
"There is opportunity here. as time goes on, to
Mid NCOIlle a very large new:
Whitt
participate
market for the United States. Verity said.
"Its one that has been penetrated by the Japanese and the European% to a tremendous degree. The
amount ot business the Susie! [mon does with those
people is about S-lo billion a seal I he WM/LIM lit

Two Disne toys called unsafe
14TR13.1NIS 1 -11’1
11alt Disney Co otrnials
sas they are ie evaluating ivvii
’s louse prod
nos attei the toy were placed on a consumer group’.
iit the most dangerous toy in America
flie MK key Mouse play tent and Mickey Snug 1..111. sleeping hag were listed as ’potentially dangerous" on the I ()Or annual holidas toy esaluation published by the consumei ;ohms y.iiiiiminee of American% for Ikniocratic Action.
Neither item is flame retardant. the group said
Paul Presser. Disney %ice piesident for licensing. said the Burbank -based company . review of the
products could lead Disnes to support the ADA’s el lints to increase flammability standards for children’,
prodin. is.
laybe it takes something like this to get flammability standards like those for children
sleep
weai.’’ he said.
"W’e’ll certainly consider supporting such efforts . . .There isn’t any amount of money that anyone can pay us to take the risk of harming Mickey’,
credibility."
Presser said Disney licensing ofticials had approved the two products before they M
S Old and
spokesmen tor the companies that manufacture the
tent and sleeping hag said the items niet all federal
product -safety standards.
During a news i.oriference
11 ashington. D.C..
earlier this v.eek NDA committer. menitiers ignited a
Fisher-Price tent to prose their point
ADA C’onsuiner Attar’ s Chairwoman Ann
Brown said fire officials loused to alloys the Mickey
Mouse tent to he buined because the "playhouse ig
lutes with a M hoosh and emits an acrid smoke...

House cuts U.S. aid to Haiti
ASHINGTON
\ Pi
I he "riling on the State Department to
House soted without dissent Him. - suspend Haiti’s eligibility tor trade
!ir%
benefits under the Caribbean Basin
day to cut ott all I.’ s aid to
Winans e and to seek an international
eminent of Haiti iiirirt r. ry Man
is
aims embargo and other econonm
commission
cinstated
and
tura!
the impoverished nation is put back .y:111,11011.
Another S ;5 million in humani
on the road toward tree elections.
The FfillISC action. on a since tarian aid llovv mg through private re
vote. essentially latified the earlier lief organizations for public health.
nutrition and housing programs
suspension ot nearly var.1 million
U.S. aid by thr: Reagan .1,1’111[11.mi- would he unaffected by the change.
The money bill. with the aid
tion. and added the legal requirement that the Pro\ ’swim! Electoral cut-off attached. M tls sem to the Sen
tor
further action Also on Thu’ .
ate
Commission must he reinstated in
day. the Senate Aoolopriathw.
order for aid to be resumed.
While the move means les ok- Committee adopted similai language
ing badly needed economic .iivl to proposed by Sen Derinis De(’ori.
a separate toreign
.1111. 1)- Ariz .
Haiti. the poorest countiy in the
Western Hemisphere. the ine.isure’s aid hill
sponsor. Rep. James Oho stai I)
Minn.. said it was the only way h.
express ll.S. outrage oer the v
lence that canceled Sunday’, elec
tions.
Oberstar’s legislation. an.acaey.
1
to a massive catch all spending hill.
also contained non binding language

UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
114.1. I 1111111.1,,It:
m
1WII)

Someone pried open the passenger door of a Volkswagen Rug
parked in Lot 6 in front of Joe West
Hall Nov. 28. It is not known if any
property was taken because the car’s
owner was not present when UPI)
officers noticed the damage.

business that the United States does with the Soy lei
[mon is
minimal.’
L
exports to the Soviet Union totaled dhow
S2 billion last year. most of it in grain. v.hile imports
were around *5111) million.
Verity whose outspoken support ot improved
economic ties with the SoY lets drew criticism from
sonic 4:misery:mires in the Senate during his confirmation hearings last summer...aid that he did not intend
to slight major U.S. trading partners in advocating
more trade with the Sov lets
However, Verity had sharp ,..riticism tor Japan.
claiming it has yet to do enough to open its markets to
tOreign goods.
Just back from a visit with Japanese leaders.
Verity said. "The big difficulty we have ith the Japanese is they still consider themselyes to be j deyel
oping country."
"They don’t want to be a leader. They’d rathei
sit there on that vvonderful little island and export. and
bring in hard Jolla’s. hard yen . .We’re not going to
get soy fru M1111 lilt: .1.111,Iflese
they accept ,,,,,
resoonsibilitv.- cot\ said

e,,phitc \ I I Ihe

Opt

li1(1111:t

OPEN ADOPTION
SO( IVIC
11,111.11.1IIS re(
inirwarn iiaiirred on the ( fts
so.vs. and sir( all’s
staganne.
CALL (408) 293-8940

COPY
YOUR
TERtA
( PAPER

kinkois

Great copies. Great people.
310 9. THIRD ST. 2954338
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST. 295.5611

SPARTAN
111
CHECK OUT OUR
DAILY SPECIALS
1 aFT1
3 pm only

MONDAYS:
Mexican Pizza
$2.75

TUESDAYS:
Hot Roast Beef
with Melted Cheddar
Cheese
$2.75

WEDNESDAYS
Artichoke with
Melted Butter
$1.50

THURSDAYS:
Hot Pastrami
with Melted Swiss
Cheese
$2.75

FRIDAYS
Beef & Bean Burrito
with Cheese
$1.85
Good thru

DeC

1

7

Winter Session , January 4 - 22 1988

ADVANCE REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS SATURDAY , DECEMBER 5, 1987
Forms must be received in DBH #136B by 12 noon
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Spartans beat Cossacks
Waters’ 24 points leads SJSU to 88-61 victory
By Nelson Cardadelro
Daily staff wnter
Sonoma State never claimed to
be a Division I school and the reason
was obvious Wednesday night as the
SJSU men’s basketball team blew
out the Cossacks. 88-61 at the Civic
Auditorium.
Spartans’ coach Bill Berry was
pleased with the outcome. but questioned himself on the use of his
bench.
"If I had not substituted so
early. we might have done a better
job." he said. "But you have to give
them (Sonoma State) credit. They
are a good Division II school."
For Cossacks’ coach Dick
Walker, the beating was not much of
a surprise.
"They were too physical. Too
much for us," Walker said. "They
are a very fine team and will get better when Flill finds the combination
that works."
Spartan center Dietrich Waters
poured in a career high 24 points, 16
coming in the second half. to lead all
scorers. He was 11 of 14 from the
field, had I I rebounds anti two
blocked shots in 29 minutes of work.
Half of Waters’ points came on
fast breaks, something unique for
most centers. but not for the 6-foot-8
junior.
"It’s common for him because
of his energy level. He never tires
out; never slows down," Berry said.
"He’s almost at the point of rebounding. doing the outlet and
filling the lane.’
Waters said he does not mind
running quickly up and down the
court on the breaks.
"I like to fill the lanes and get
out and run.’ he said. "Even if I
don’t get the ball. I might get a tip

Sue Bowling Daily staff photographer
!NISI ’s Rodney Scott II.) pressures Sonoma’s Debit’ Jackson in the Spartans’ 88-61 victory over the Cossacks
11 cdnesday night. Scott finished oith 12 points.

first halt to make the score 11-9.
SJSU went on to score eight
more unanswered points extending
its lead to 19-11.
Bill Berry,
The Cossacks then finally got
SJ,S1.1 Basketball t ouch
one through the net on a Brian Fogel
layup with 13:26 remaining in the
first half.
slammed the door. SJSU outscored
With 8:32 left and the score at the Cossacks 13-0 before Sonoinds
25-19 in favor of SJSU. guard Rod- Ken Brooks hit tw:o free throws lot
ney Scott hit an 18-Ittot jumper on an the games final points.
Walker said "mental fatigue
assist from Gerald Thomas to start a
10-point run for the Spartans.
was the cause for the Cossacks fiveSJSU was up 40-23 with 4:12 minute cold spell.
"When thev Itxtk up tat the
left when the Cossacks turned things
scoretxtard) and see the score. they
their way.
Sonoma scored seven un- let the game get away from them."
answered points in just over two he said.
minutes to narrow the lead to 42-30.
Berry stuck to his normal three Forward George Williams con- guard offense for most ot the night.
nected on two free throws to put
"I like it." Berry said. "It’s a
SJSU on the board again with 1:13 real good offense. When it comes
remaining.
around. it will he a key factor in our
The two teams then exchanged success.’"
baskets to close the half with the
Ricky Berry jammed his right
Spartans on top 44-32.
thumb in the first half. which limited
It did not get better for the Cos- him to just 18 points. 14 in the first
sacks in the second half as they were 20 minutes. He did not make a shot
outscored 44-29. Sonoma only shot front the floor in the second half.
28.6 percent from the field after
Scott. who was the game’s dehalftime.
fensive star, had 12 points. eight asThe Cossacks did narrow the sists and three steals in 32 minutes of
lead to 51-44 after two Brian De- action.
Silva free throws with 15:05 left.
Anthony Perry led the team in
But SJSU went on another roll assists with six to go along with his
with 11 straight to bump the lead up 11 points.
to 62-44.
Gerald Thomas. in only 17
The Cossacks charged back minutes of work, contributed eight
with seven points of their own clos- rebounds and four points.
ing the gap to 62-51 with 10:29 left.
Sonoma’s Fogel led his squad
With the score at 67-57. the with 23 points. going nine of 14
Spartans decided to put an end to it from the field including five of 10
all, scoring eight points until Sono- from three-point range.
ma’s Delvin Jackson tipped one in to
The Spartans face Chaminade
make it 75-59.
tonight at 7:30 in the Civic AuditoWaters added that he was "kind
With 5:58 left. the Spartans rium.
of fired up" for the contest, but he
Jii.1 not plan on scoring 24 points.
"My job is to rebound. I love
rebound." he said. "I don’t think
about scoring points. I’ll let the
CHECK OUT OUR DAILY SPECIALS
guards do the work."
4pm to 9pm only
The Spartans never relinquished the lead after a Ricky Rem
layup with 16:52 left to play in the

THEAOOST*0

Two Reasons
Tb Read Before
You Ride.
We at Santa Clara County Transit
want you to enjoy the new Light Rail
system. That’s why we’re giving you two
free Day Pass tickets (a $3.00 value) just
for reading the following rules, answering
the questions below, and sending the
completed form back to us.
By observing the following rules,
you and your family can share the streets
safely with Light Rail:

Mondays:

2 piece chicken box with a
Pepsi soda and 2 cookies
$3.50

Tuesdays:

Baked potato and Pepsi soda
$1.85

Wednesdays: 1 piece chicken box
and a Pepsi soda
$1.85
Thursdays: 5 piece chicken box
and 2 Pepsi sodas

Santa cs/

Fridays:

Cars, Bicycles &
Motorcycles

$6.00
1 piece chicken breast box
$2.00
Good thru December 17, 1987

A ..T"-Shaped Traffic Signals Are

Hoserved For Light Rail Vehicles Only
A Never make a left turn across
the tracks until you see your green directional arrow.
A Always watch out for pedestrians
and light rail vehiclesespecially at night.
A Stay behind the white line if stopped
a traffic signal.
A Don, stop on the tracks. Cross the
tracks only if you can proceed all the way
without stopping.
A Cyclists should always cross tracks
at a perpendicular angle. Tracks can be
slippery when wet.
A Be especially careful in construction
areas.

. . you have to give
them (Sonoma
State) credit.’

Basketball

Light Rail Riders "
A

Pedestrians...
A Stop. Look and Listen. Light rail
vehicles move quickly and quietly.
A Never walk in the trackway
A Cross only at signalized intersections. Push the "walk" button and wait
for the signal.
A Always he on the lookout for cars
and light rail vehicles.
A Re especially careful in construction
areas

Use common sense; observe all
pedestrian rules.
A Wait behind the grooved yellow-tile
safety band at each station until the light
rail vehicle comes to a complete stop.
A Stay seated or hold hand rails while
the light rail vehicle is in motion.
A Allow the light rail vehicle to exit
station before you enter the crosswalk.

he

V,orialed

I.,

Board

presenls

fooli4 LIGHT
comiaw commANDos
YOU’LL DIE LAUGH I NG
TAYLOR MASIPI

Receive Two Days Of Light Rail Rides. Free!
After you ve read the safety tips above. simply
answer the true/false Questions Send your
completed form to
Santa Clara County Transit
Light Rail Service
P 0 Box 4009
Milpitas CA 95035-2009
When we receive your form well mail you your two
free Day Pass tickets leach good for one day ol
unlimited odes on County Transit s Light Raili
Well also send you a free copy of our Light
Rail Riders’ Guide. so send in your form today’

TRUE OR FALSE (Circle the correct answer).

Ei

-t --Shaped traffic signals

regulate light rail vehicles

NAME
ADDRESS iSt/Apt
CITY-STATE.I1P-TELERRONF

r

2 Don’t turn left across the tracks
until you see your green turn signal.
[f] 3. Its okay to go over the white line
when you stop at a red fight.
ITI I F] 4. Pedestrians can cross the street
to a light rail station wherever it looks safe

Li I I- I 5 It’s important to be cautious
because light rail vehicles move quickly
and quietly

SATURDAY, DEC E
8 pm

Offer Muted to two passes per person

SD

Morris Daily
Auditorium,

TWA
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$3 $
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Tickets asailahle 8 pm
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Spartans win

Liggins captures
national honors

Volleyball beats Idaho State 3-2
in opening round of playoffs
Y.
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By !lolly Olsen
party stall writer
In the opciiing inatch (it the
NCAA plavotts. the SJSU volleyball
lei1111 deteated
Idaho State 3-0 at
Spartan Gy
Thuisday night and
will advance to the second round of
the Northwest Regionals.
The Spartans lumped out to an
early 64) lead in the fiist game. hut
soon lost momentum slipping to a
slight 8-7 advantage. Attei several
Spartan shots fell into the net. SJSU
made a comeback led by Kim Hicks
who completed tiv e kills. At 14-9,,
Gina Watson downed her fourth kill ing abilities.
to capture the III for the Spartans.
It seemed the Bengals held on
lt was side -out all the way in primarily with their blocking game.
the second game until SJSU leaped so Montgomery was forced to push
ahead to a 13-8 advantage. Up the offense into finding more open
14-1(1. seiiiiii Julie Braymen served shots. Adding to their downfall was
the winning ace.
a frequent loss of momentum involvIdaho was leading 34) when ing consistent service errors.
The third game was a more difSJSU called a time out to re-group
and find another strategy A, SJSU ficult win to come hy . resulting in
coach 1)ick Montgomery had stated the longest of the three contests. The
e tal- final score of 15-10 capped the
earlier. the 14..eirga.,
I d
ent is closely matched to the Spar- three -game sweep by the Spartans.
Idaho finished its season with a
tans."
Idaho State certainly had the 31-5 overall record and the Spartans
height advantage The Bengal,’ two own a 21-9 mark as they move on to
key front-line ’,lavers are 6 -toot -2 the second round of the Northwest
face eiMargaret Smith and 64601-3 Jen- regional playoffs. SJSU
niler Norregaard and both arc capa- ther the University of Pacific or the
ble of tremendous hitting and block - University of Hawaii on Dec. 10.

Perez, 10 others
also recogn zed

The Spartans
advance to the
second round of the
Northwest
Regionals expecting
to play either Hawaii
or UOP.

Brad Shirakawa Dady staff photographo
Kari Roberson hlocks the hall in the Spartans’ win over Idaho State
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Wrestlers headed to Las Vegas tourney

tad
14
10

SJSU will face nation’s top teams

to-

ws.

Hy Richard 111otroni
Daily staff wnter
The tildirelt of people nay cling to Las A’egas this weekend w ill
undouhtedlv spend then time gambling avv, av their precious life sav
ings at the l.:.1,11)11,
But, the Spat tan restling team
is traveling to Las Vegas tor a different purpose.
For them. Vegas will not mean
big lights, gambling casinos and
fancy shows. It v., ill mean the most
important wrestling tournament of
the 1987-88 season
There’s 11,, question that the
Las Vegas Tournament 1, the hest in
NC AS.’" said
the U.S.. Mal
Spartan coach Key in Iienial. "There
will be wrestle’, horn 10111e Of the
top teams in the natio,"
As
this moment, top-ranked
Iowa State. No. 2 low a. No. 4 ()kja.
homa State and No 5 Aniona State
will he participate in the tournament.
"The great thing about the tournament is that anyone can enter to

rCfassic Perfumes"

Ha waiiana Perfumes
Come by and sample my
lovely perfumes.
Say the secret word and
get 10% off any purchase.
The secret word is:
"extraordinary" -Edward Bell
CIOISTMAS

n

Main level, Student Union

23

compete,’

Rental said. "
t he
NCAA competition. a wrestler has
to have a certain number of wins in
order to qualify."
Unfortunately.
I 67 -pound
Shane Baum, who placed second in
the Lumberjack Tournament at
Humboldt State, will not make the
journey to Vegas due to a pulled hip
muscle.
"Shane is deeply disappointed
that the muscle he pulled during the
tournament
Lumberjack
hasn’t
healed for Las A’egas... Rental said.
"Still. he knows that ifs better
to recover in time for our match
against San Francisco State on Dec.
As far as the other injuries go,
the Spartans seem to be fully recovered. Heavy weight Brent Smith.
who injured his knee. is ready fOr the
tournament.

Robert Nieto. who hasn’t wrestled since the Alumni match in early
November. VIII be replacing Martin
Spartans
as
the
Navarrete
I 50-pound representat i e.
"So far. we have only dealt
with nagging injuries mat hasn’t
forced us to make dramatic changes
in our roster,’ Henial said. Getting
last week off has helped us rest those
%silo vv ere hurt.
Still, the Spartans used part of
last week to prepare tor the Vegas
tournament hy wrestling against
members from the we.’ A’alley JUtiior College team.
"Right now Ihis team sliff
needs to v. ork on its technique and
aggressiveness." Hejnal said. "Joe
Zamlich (142 pounds) has been a
little disappointing in his overall perdu-mance and has to do better.
"Greg I ’,tier (134 pounds)
and Shane are performing at a fair
level, hut are II0 V, here near their po-

tential. Still, they are improv ing in
each 111;11,11 **
Hcirral contends that the most
improv cil icstler on the squad
is
especially in his technique
Jim Seberhi.
"What makes this tournament
so crucial is that it’s a chanee to look
competition
outside of Califorat
nia. Retrial said. They can wrestle the top competition in the nation
now instead of being in awe of them
during the NCAA championship."
"Realistically we can’t win
overall. hut it’ we could get a couple
of guys to place. it would be great."
Although this tournament vv
be Rental’s first time coaching
against greats like Iowa’s 1)an
Ciable. he is not the least bit worried.
"It doesn’t bother me to coach
against a Dan Gable or any of the
other top coaches. because I’m not
in awe of thent.’ he said...

Football notes
Tim Brown was named to the first
team. hut not as a wide receiver:
he made the squad as a return specialist.
Ranked ahead of Perez at the
quarterback spot were Sy rdl:LISe’S
Don ’McPherson (first let1111/.
(second
’CI
TrOy A ik111:111 Of
team) and Nebraska’s Steve Taylor (third team)
F’reviously only defensive
back Ken Thomas (19)i II and
wide receiver Eric Richardson
119/0) had achieved second -team
AP status while at SJSV. Three
players have been named to the
first team: end Lloyd Thomas
11938), fullback Leroy Zimmernian (19391 and linebacker Dave
Chaney (1971).
Among the other PCAA representatives on the list were
Fresno States kthro Franklin
(third team). LINLV running back
"Ickey’ Woods (HIM). New
Mexico States Joe C.’ampbell
(HMI.
BOWLING
NEWS
Come Dec. 12. Perez v, ill be
playing in his tOurth consecutive
howl game. a you don’t include
his redshirt season in 1985.
As a part-time starter at Taft
C’ollege. Perez played in the 1983
and 1984 Potato Bowls. Taft lost
the first one. but Perez still took
home a conference championship
ring. The team v,vin the second
game. and Perez took home a na//mud chomphm qui, ring
Pauu was a participant in the
1984 and 1985 Pon), liov1/4 Is during his play ing days at Saddleback C’ollege Saddleback lost
the first one. hut Pauu still took
home a conference championship
ring. The team won the second
game, and Pauu took home a notiona/ championvhip ring.
Tim Wells and Mark Fredrick. both from Saddleback. will
be making their third bov,1 appearances. Jason Schmid. a Spartan redshirt. was Saddleback’s
All -America quarterback in 1985.

By Brent Ainsortli
Daily staff writer
Guy Liggins is the third -best
wide receiver in the country..
according to the Associated
Press.
Mike Perez and It) other
SJSU players weren’t quite ttl)
coveted. however, as they were
graded a few notches below Liggins.
Liggins. who led the nation
in receiving yards this season. became only the third SJSU football
player to receive second -team
honors on the AP All -America
Team,
which was released
Wednesday.
A 6-foot -2 senior slot back,
1.iggins was one of I I Spartans
honored. the most ever for an
SJSU team. Eight members of the
1986 and 1939 squads were represented on the AP All -America
team.
Perez, the Spartan quarterback who won his second Most
Valuable Player award from the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association earlier this week. earned
honorable mention notoriety on
the list.
The remaining 10 SJSU
players gaining honorable mention distinction were running
hacks James Saxon and Kenny
Jackson. offensive tackle Mike
Barnard, guard Jim Carter. nose
guard Larry Sandson. linebackers
Barry Kidney and Yepi Pauu. and
defensive backs Greg Cox and
Jay Tay lor.
For Jackson and Perez it was
their second consecutive year on
the honorable mention list. Taylor was the only junior of the recognized Spartans.
Liggins and Wendell Davis
of Louisiana State were named
second -team
wide
receivers,
while Indiana’s Envie Jones and
Marc Zeno of Tulane took first team merits.
Reisman Trophy favorite

SAN IC1CF STATE

a
WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL 1987-88

1 JNfVERSITY

HOME OPENER!

OPEN
/ 24
HOURS

CATCH THIS EXCITING NCAA WOMEN’S BASKETBALL ACTION

DEC .4, 7: 30

SPARTAN GYM

(Corner of 4th & San Carlos)

SPARTANS
vs.
TOWSON St. (Maryland)

kinkoss

Great copies. Great people.

Women’s Basketball groups & youth groups Welcome
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
295-5511

SWIMMING FRI DEC 4TH 2PM VS FRESNO
SPARTAN POOL ON SAN CARLOS ST.

$100 Tips
Foodservers
flung. Me slow where you’re *Mond, Chet,..
- were non And we need several well duahl,n,
.odlierveM Full and part time Owe., awslable
1),Op by lot an Interview ;to call lte an appointnan

AIRLINES
THE
HIRING!

t he $100 hp 11 you ore haed within awned MO week,
snot 30 dayf emplOwnent we II give you a cnso
lns, bean
Just ,n erne

141

h.

tiSt reS

ROM...1mM ea,ety FlotSSMe
2,255 Stevens Creek Blvd C.Prtro
,408i 252531,

rik 95014

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
r WNW.

START YOUR CAREER
NOW!

FREE
Frozen Yogurt
in a cone.
OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:

[

’ .--:
;,:
0.
"-.
c’..

80 E. San Carlos 947-1333
g..Vith ihi, coupon RI SJSU ID only

DECEMBER 12
9 AM - 5 PM
MEET AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES!
*25
FLY A 707 JET SIMULATOR

With the purchase of any sandwi,h.

’CLUB
’TURKEY
’CHICKEN SALAD
’TUNA
’ROAST BEEF
’AND 10 MORE

Page 5

PRIMARY
ADVANCED
JET
TRAINING

*20
TAKE AN INTRODUCTORY PLANE RIDE!

AIRLINE TRAINING INSTITUTE
SAN CARLOS AIRPORT SAN CARLOS, CA (415) 593-1448

Sir
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U.S., Soviets scientists
agree to joint Mars trip
WASHINGTON
(API
The chairman of the House SCIe111:e, Space and Technology
(\millilitre and the hip Soviet
space scientist agreed Thursday
to pursue a joint U.S.-Soviet
manned mission to Mars aimed at
making the superpowers friends.
not foes in space.
Rep. Robert Roe, D-N.J..
who heads the panel, said he believes a common effort to explore
Earth’s neighbor could shift the
international focus on space from
Star Wars to a mutual star trek.
After meeting with Raold
Sagdeyev. who heads the Soviet
Space Research Institute, the
New Jersey lawmaker called the
goal "detinitely possible.’
"The rewards and benefits
to mankind in space are 10010
times better than the destruction
of mankind in space,- said Roe.

Sagdeyev agreed. sa;ing the
e plorali011 of Mars. some -19
million miles away-. is "piobably
. the most challenging protect tit
this century.
Neither Roe nor the Soviet
scientist predicted a timetable lot
a \Liman mission, said by most
experts to he at least decades
away .
Rut neither man flinched at
the possihlity of putting a man or
woman on Mars. "There’s no
question about it... said Roe.
Sagdeyev said a v ery sophisticated. unmanned mission to further explore the Martian terrain is
likely before the yeat ’INKY Both
nations have already landed
probes on Mars.
"Almost for sure. we will
send a very intelligent robotic
mission
Mars... he predicted.

Break: Date may change
k’n)(npuee /
portance of the holiday.

Special to the Daily
dos night at ’Morris Dailey 1uditorium. The program
is sponsored hy the 1.S. Program Board and Coors.

entriloquist I ay !or Mason vv ill appear with his
at Saturday ’s Ciiors I ighi (
dy C
an

Comedy comes to campus
Ticket prices for Saturday. night’s show dropped to $1
liy Charlotte llama
113,1y stall *Wet
Coitictli.in,

\

of

SA
Nem i k
Cabk
Robert
Klein Time- and Sin Seat, li- finalist Sue kolitisk% MI,. has appealed on
Nlotinin.2
%Ain pet loi in
SiSt
night.
tv.ti
ate part ot
the Coins light Comet.b. Commandos unit that have heen tiaeling to
tinoet slues across the countt since
I he SISI shov., k111,..h starts at
8 p m
being held in Monis
lev iithim min and is sponsored hv
the
hued Students Program
lioat d
kets are available iri the
\ S liustness <>Mc,:
likated
the Student I ’mon
and at BASS
ticket outlet.

" Flie .hovis haw been lamastiv . said \ lauteen ht/patrick. of
klmond. I albert. Inc.. producer of
the .tnik
ht/pattick said the performan,. es liae been in good taste
%%idiom emphasis on the product tit
its sponsot
beer.
"%lost ot the shims have been
plow,’
thy.- she said -II’s rio1
lion 10
hill I,
et1
1.1,011 is MI .b.,..1111111sliet1
and intisk.1.111
.tarted
his
I;)
’mug
tot
Chivago
tannins
Ne York
Theatre lie linked
[’ottani ,tt the LIM,. Catch
Rising
s
Star and I iangel t

NI(

Kohnskv. originallv from Net.%
YOI ( .11
is populai on the East
Coast and aiming college crowds.
said I it/paint:I,

"It kill he the last comedy
shovt ol
ear. and Coors is kick
mi., in most ot the monev . ..ikl
Soot \
\ .S. program boat d
teLkit 17%,’,.. iv ant to provide a setIce 1,, slUdellis.’’ he said.
going well.- he said
going to he a super shiny ’

II ’111
II

V.y

I:HONI

4131 E. SAN CARLOS ST. 295-5.511

County Transit
Re-route to the
San Jose Transit Mall
Effective Monday,
December 7, 1987

JULIAN

DEVINE

Bus routes operating on Third and
Fourth Streets will be routed onto the
new -Transit Mall on First and Second
Streets.
The bus routes affected will be *23,
*24, 33, 63, *64, *65, *66, *68, *72,
*75, *81, *82, *83, *85, *87, *160, *180,
*301, arid 302. The map shows where
bus stops will be located.
In addition, Line 22 will be re-routed
onto Santa Clara Street. Santa Clara
Street will also continue to be served by
Lines *21 and 300.
Thank you for your patience during
the construction period For more information, call (408) 287-4210.
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from pore /
all SJSC students. "We do ask for
thiee hours a week. once a week to
out after school or during the
evenings. rarely. on the weekends,
unless a student requests it." Sieffin
said.
The program is supported by
the federally- funded Chapter One
program and is done strictly on a
volunteer basis. Students are requested to tutor for a semester. although most students end up getting
hooked on the program and stay with
it toi as long as four years, she said.
"File response from those who
are being tutored has been positive.
and some of them have even repeatedly requested the same tutor, and
asked to have tutoring sessions
throughout the entire year. though it
is not officially. offered during the
summer, Steffin said.
Applications and information
about the tutoring program can be
obtained by calling Steffin at the
Santa Clara (7ounty Office of Education Juvenile Coun Schiatlx.
-I’m sure we can help then)
with their major and life experiences
for their future careers and just help
them learn about people and themselves." Steffin said.

RESUME COPIES
419.491

INN
tIt’l

Tutor:
learn by
teaching

with the "11, iat mg’. spring bleak.
"A lot ot people plan family
Paul Stewart, a freshman busi- eents tOt Hister,’ ht/patriti, .aid.
ness major. said he would rather "IC, easier lot families to gel to
goiter tor
have a week to study before
aster It they time
"A weekend is enough for Eas- whole week
ier," Stewart said.
Mark Hussman. an English administrative aide. said he doesn’t
care when the administration decides
to set spring break.
"We make it through the fall
semester without a break in the middle." Hussman said.
Ps!, etiology Professor Keith
Johnson echoed Hussman., sentiments. adding that lie doesn’t celebrate religous holidays
Scott Fit/patrick. a senior an310 S. THIRD ST. 295-4336
thropology major. said he is satisfied

-She is stile tire in het V. if . she
sees so ri1.111 ditteient 1111112s V.1111.1
1111ClosLoint ic%k
HI/11,1111A ...lid,
Iit ket im ices have heen !educed
trom S;
students and Ss hit gen
eta’ 1,, I ,
e% el one

I
I 1

..?""

TRANSIT MALL AREA BUS STOPS
6.

1. 33, *64, *66, 75
2. *23, *24, *68, *72, *85

SANTA CLARA

3. 33, *64, *66, 75, *82, *160, *180,
*301, 302
48.

4. 33, *64, *85
9.010

Educational Administration
Begin next month to earn a Preliminary
Administrative Services Credential in seven
months. If you’re a certific)(1 teacher with thn
years of teaching experience and youd like ti
qualify to be an educational administrator,
National 1 .1 xersity can offer the courses you will
need. Start your studies any month of the year
Otw one-course-a-month I rogram enables yntt to
continue teaching and still earn the Preliminary
Administrative Services Credential separately or
as part (lf a degree prograzn. Computerized
regist ration takes just a few minutes. Don’t wait
until the tuatal semester beginning (late. Next
clas.s begins January 4, 1988.
Call National University t(xIty at (408) Zili-U00.

National University
Chanting the Course of Ertel,

;01101

5300 St,evens Creek Boulevard
Suite 250 San Jose, CA 95129

POST

not dlorrimmate

sny

6. *21, 22, 300
111
S.C.C.T.D.
Trartsit
Center

12.
SAN FERNANDO

7. *21, 22, 63, 65, *83, *87, 300
8. 33, *64, *66, *68, *72, 75, *81, *82
9. 33, 63, *64, 65, *66, *68, 75, *81,
*82, *160, *180
10. *23, *24, 63, 65, *83, *85, *87,
*160, *180, *301, 302

13.0’

11. *23, *24, *72, *83, *85, *87, *301,
302
12. 33, 63, *64, 65, *81,

Paseo de San Antonio

414.
Foderal
OuNdin9

Avereditect by the Western Assoeist too or SCh11011,1 and t’olleges
l’ibta I ’ilmeno y

5. *66, 75, *160, *180, 302

410.
11.00

13. *23, *24, *66, *68, 72, 75, *82,
*83, *85, *87, *160, *301, 302
14. *23, *24, *66, *68, *72, 75, *82,
*83, *85, *87, *160, *301, 302

New Bus Stop
Land Mark

Hu...

SAN CARLOS

Santa Clara County Transit

Iy

Extras
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Bloom County

YesterDaily

IPPIRMIZY
MIS" VIVIAVON
OF ,46/10 1.A. KOCK

A brief look at yesterday’s news

Local News

General News

The "Dream Girl- calendar vk ill go on sale
Friday at the Spartan Bookstore and Robert’s

In a pre -summit tlareup. the United States on
Wednesda5 notified the Soviet Union it would hand
over missile inf
ation required to close a nucleai
arms control treaty at the upcoming summit mil!,
after the Sok iets prok ide data of their ovkn.

Bookstore.
Sponsored hy Pi Kappa Alpha

fraternitk, the
$4.95 calendars will profit the Special
mines.

tie

k
the
Ids,
fin

AWAY FROM HOME and you don t
’mow where to find a pled, cr.
worship?, Considor the CHURCH
OF CHRIST rust oft campus.
N
Id St . 286-0348 No. rkire, We
aree Christ centered BIM, Mlle,
ing and poop. loving
Bibi

h it
the

LOVE &ROCKETS am coming to SAN
JOSE STATE -when, Dm 61h in
th belleoom Get your tickets
new. A S Bush». Office. SIO
sludonts adv $12 gondol

rem
:es
alp

1716 MAN WIN

CUJ CHER’S NEw Ate/A/
POPE IS A 23-YEllAttX0
[WEL EIRASR FROM
BROOKLYN

STAR1
DeEN
6)1141070

ir5

BEEN

powvag.I.

A SofkIC.RIPrioN ro
1/5q VagyN

SINCE
JOAN Y

Classified

by
hie
a
realing
,ith
J.
tho
ve.
eat and

ion
be
the

Berke Breathed

ANNOUNCEMENTS

class.

Sunday

at 9 30 A M .
at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 AM 16PM Dorm
Bib’. studios avallabl

tine. no xp ok Cali 356-2716
2104161. 374 S 1st SI . San Jose
FULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring busmen. 6 mite’s for lunch & dinner(
Gr.t student job Call 280-6181.
374 5 1st St . San Jo.
FEDERALSTATE 6 CIVIL SERVICE
robs S14.877663,141 yr Now hir.
Irv’ Cali JOB LINE 1516-4593611..1 F404 for info 24HR

Tuesday

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PT AN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth...
and mon. too For Information
end brochure se. A S office or
Cali OW) 371-6811

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn’t it time
you got down to Ito businrese of
your do purpose., Alterrative Ca.
reemork
Asmssments
Since
1970 Carol Willis, M A . 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE

HANDYMAN FOR APIS nr campus
Must know repair plumbing S7 hr
part tim Don -295-8841

by Coast et 887-2700

Mailed resume nd photogreph

IN HELPING YOUNG
PEOPLE,’ ComMs flooded for

HOUSING

o n shot -school sports and activims program in San Jo. MIMI*

FURNISHED RM for Dint in beautiful

INTERESTED

High)
Schools (Jr
Sports or
Scouting bmkground helpful. but
not

mcseary

call

$5 75 hr.

Randy at 249-6060
INTERNATIONAL

plot (408)277-8425

COMPUTERS

METAL

BUILDING

MANUFACTURER seflmtIng builder d.4r in sorra opren aras
High potential profit in our growth
WedgCor Acceptance
Corporation. 8800 F Hampden.
Deny., Co 60224 Call 303.759,200. Eel 2403

was

IBM AT romped:de S1,095
XT $525 Printer PI0801 $179
Hard disk, modem. mousre
6..
off for students with ID
Com.
puler & Accessorie 404 S THIRD
ST., San Joso (408) 295-1606

FOR SALE

MEP

CHRISTMAS TREES. 9 tt sliver tip and
white flr Only 5 avail $45 will deny*, Cali Dan et 262-7715
HIKING BOOTS Mon’s sire 9 light wl
worn once $50. cost S7S, Vasque
women
sire 9 nicely brokn
$25 Plyetta leave rnesg 294-3599

tam

*Metric corrcliton typewriter"
Emollient condition $125 Alm hi.
tmh work station and chair paid
1450 asking $150 292.7927

ME BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
has boon a SAN JOSE institution
for 15 years Collge-level stu
"MorY. ’,Odic& mimeo
"’The
B leck. Asian and Chicano stud
Ns, socket work, women’s stud’. labor history. and marxisen &
socialism should come In nd
browse We elso haw. In English
trensition.

Soviol lerettbooks in
the social sciences We carry
both new end us. books in thee
Mow raids es well. fiction. poeery. children s. mated., end
much more

Posters, rmords
poricidlcels
and th Juan Cho
con Gallory featuring political.
trad world. and women’s art
BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP950 S

First St . San Jose 2942930. 13 blocks south of #280)

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTANTS.
BOOKKEEPERS.
CLERKS, Earn money while do
voloping an impressive resume
through rob mperience Pert time
& lull time positions ACCOUN.
TANTS ON CAI I . 2635 N 1st SI ,
S J 4324066
ACCURATE,

FAST

flooded
for
ning w.kmd

TYPESETTER
part-Ilme

JOBS"
JOBS"
JOBS!?
Looking for irnrnediele work? No
experience nmerssary SO -80 pm
ple n.d. within 2 irmirs InOr
nationai wholosale company Call

ev-

shill (SI
Must
possos min 65 wpm accurate typing speed & good math & verbal
skills Prole’ some knowledge of
visual

communkation orrephic
dosIgn dosktop publishing Will
train right person to oporate slate
of th art linotype CRTronic typesetting system Close to campus.
Sond eesume to 60 F Son Carlos
SI . San Jose. Ca 95112 or call
298-4455
ACTIVISTS

NO NUKES" Join
lho flied to shut down 1M Rancho
Mistako Reactor Part dm & ca.
opportunift. mallebio Ceii
Campaign Ceittorni al 286-6113.
EOE

!no students Pare firm job .elt.
ere etc earn top dollar doing telmarrating for No Calif largos’
newspaper
Flexible hours for
fieeible poop.. oil shins Cell
today 370-9096’.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY,’ Start your
own multi lin insurenc agency
Up to $30.000 guarantee Com.
dote raining program el no cost
to you with major compsny
today 371-4663
CHOOSE your own hours

Call

Wilding

dietance from campus Relieved
afremplor Telemarketing sal.
Call Fmk, prn 996-4528
DATA ENTRY. phones. full tino dur.
during
Ing bre.. part
school EON hrs including en.
rams. woakends

Call Judy or

W ool al 435-1344
DELIVERY OFIIVERS XMAS hole. 3-6
hes on Sot Piermemnt FT PT also
MOM.. Earn good SS for dr.
Ong wound’ Need own car & Ina

LARGE RM in 2 story 5 bOrm how*,
do. to Sant Teresa hospital &
bus stop Ktchn & laundry di,

our pleasant. comfortable Camp.
boll officer Full end Part time Call

NONSMKR ROOMATF to shr 21x1 20th
furn mobile home, Oak ridg Mail
ar., pool, $250 mo.226-9225

370-9090
SSSS MAKE UNLIMITED INCOME SSS
registering Dmocrets
$2-$2 50
a donator. F T. P T make yonr
own hours Coil 243-4593
MODELS rood. for lunch nd eve.
fling lingerie fashion shows No
exp nm
w train Must be over
21 w dependable car Excel my
end bonus Flexible hours Mid
Mel,. Fashions 248-0600
NOW

seeking

someone

Retnibtlon leaders specialists In
demo eft. therapeutic roc apply
el community rec ctr, 966 IDely
Blvd In Santa Clara Call 984-32S7
for Info

700 S Winchester Blvd 965-7434
PART AND Full Ilkef RETAIL MEL P.
Nalloml firm now has irnmediat
openings’ Starting pay rate is
S10’ No mperience is needed because of our Intensive’ on th job
training program Good meth and
reeding skills are
plus
Some
owning and w.kond positions
ere available end some flexibillft,
ts allowed during final emms In
addition. If you quality. corporate
scholarships are awarded. Intern.
ships are possible, and you my
*ern 2.3,4 credits per quarter or
semester OurIng your wintm
spring and esparcially summer
breaks, lull time work Is availed*
Cali today for Information snd an
Interview. or call Monday through
Friday botw.n 10 end 3PM, (408)
If the line is busy.
pies. be parant end try again

922-0666

Anomie’ opportunity company
PART TIME, MARKETING REP 14er
good opportunity for ell ym
marketing 6 advertising students
to worlt few hrs
wk & mon
money Apure.
SS hr

mi

10 hrs

No exp

wk
nec

home
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY
mlikeenbly work Jeweriry. toys &
Odors FT & PT avail cell today 1.
91111-459-3535 (loll reffundiebleft Met
11,704 24 tws

premegulelle Is good personellty

PART TIME. your hours Funded. for
now
party S250 S5130 per
murk Cali 476-7126
SALES TELEMARKETING

Be your
own boss Work st home Grim’
commission peck.. Fr. treining No experi.c meded For
personal intrview call 415-968,
4833 Ask for Mr Bedgor

PROCESS
SECURITY OFFICERS
SERVERS FT PT S 0 S-eil shifts
FT PT owning process .rvers
W will nein Apply in per.n 61-F
S J

266-58110

Shore kit & DIN util pd. 5200 mo
5150 rap 2 bike. to SJSU. amil
NOW rant 295-2280 ...Mg*

of campus Wel security building Singres only $395 to $425 Sup:mm.61 ono block, bus & lite
rail marby No pals Mar inter

wrist.
end
techniques Clem

SECURITY RECEPTION sll shifts ft pt
55-56 hr to siert Full benefits, no
esperlence needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd bretwon Icon & San To.
nos Santa Clare Call 727-9793
SJSU emu& fund dernpalgn is now
hiring for wind, sinsion end
spring semdelee Contort Alumni
through our telphon outr.ch
program Learn communication
skills 924-1129
TEACHERS PRE SCH001

E rtended
day 12-6 PM daily Must have ECE
units. good Foy benefits
C11

miationship, Nesse call Brian at

DIV

has

solencs

computer

cftleon

Coll

knowledge.
416496,600

Earn
WAITER WAITRESS COOKS
top $$$$$$$ Merle Callenciers is
now hiring for all hours WIll Irein
Call 265-7130, 2831 Mriellan Ave ,

$6 50 hr to assist
heenthy disablod grad w AM rou

WEEKEND AM
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time Wore tho rush’ (406) 9463862 Parnell. Words rend More
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT, Academic
word processing our specialty
Guarani*. bettor quality accuracy Fr. disk storage proofing
Reasonable, rates

We re last.dependablegrammer-experienced
colioge grsds. so mil us with papers:worts, theses (eep SCIENCE) etc et 251-0449
ACADEMIC

PROFESSIONAL
word processing Mars of empori
nc .rvIng SJSU faculty end
students HP Mom’ output Ail
work guarantor. Minut. nom
campus, call PJ at 923 2309

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 15
years experienc Group papers.

to $350 each (cosh) Call (916)
739-0738 or (800)&461661
TRAVELS
Imes,

WITH

JULIE,".

AND

themes
specialty Student Olsmunt and tree disk storm. Cmil
24 rirs 923-8481.-Chrystal-North

Youth

EURAII

deems. student
tours. discount air tickets. hotel
morvatIons. *lc FREE tick.’ do

San Jos*
ACCURACY ASSURED Prolessioml
Word Promssing There.. pa-

’homy on campus 335 S 1 Ith St .
977-0799

pers. mums snd dissertations
All of your busInoss or maMmic
needs &ming Evergreen, SSJ
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Then.
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printing
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SECRETARY with computor
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Hit L SANTA
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arm Fast. dallty typing and
word promising ol your resume
...Mc or business needs
Avellable
mvor
days
a
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M.

31361012

CALL LINDA TODAY’ Avoid the rush’
Rsrve now
lor your term papers. group prom. theses. etc
Professional word processing.
tr. disk storage. Quick rturn, all
work guaranis. Cassette Iran
&variable.
scration
Alrraden
Branham area 7 days week 264.1504
DRUMMOND

WORDPROCESSING"’
Thos. journal articles Services
for graduate students or ’molly

only Call 2762260
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also teem ps
pers. manuscripts. mmenplays.
resumes. repetitive tenors. trein
iteration rr. SPEL CHEK. copy

tUrnedit disc atom.
g round. Sante Clara 246.5825

F XPERIFNCED SECRETARY tor your
academic. business. lege’ word
prodessing needs Item moms.
reports, resumes. cover letters
group moods, manuals, theses.
dIsserdations. etc Ail academic
formals
*PA Fr. disk std.
ego. SUFI CHE K. punctuation and
grammar

assistance
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student writing assistance. edll
Inc. word processing typing MID
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be quiet. clean. $375 mo
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15 forcer. discount to students
and faculty Call before December
31.1967 and gel your first spot at
1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Cheap-
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Mr Austin at 432.1197
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404 S 3rd SI . #2. (408) 295-1606
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Stop shaving. waxing,
tweezing or using chernictildeplii.
lora. Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
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one year In Japan to employeos of
ardor corporations government
ministri should write to into.

personsbanenrarothem party.
heripms Call Amanda al Calming
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SELL WW Rabbit ymer 61 color bold*
stereo prIcre $2950 Cell Christ.
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education end th trawl industry
Interested in teaching English for

chomp Shibuya-ku, Tokyo ISO,
Japan Information on the positron will bo sont atter receiving

HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED NOW" Wall

industry
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Sante Clara, 241-1600 Find oul

mooring, TESOl . lInguisticsongi.

Isaac Newt
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WORK IN JAPAN,."... Individuals
with degr. end or ...once
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armoire’ rengi-
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Debate: Tempers flare on moral issue
WI 010

presentation
as a tie minute rebuttal from tour panel members including. Louis Raro//1 tioni the
SJSC counseling depaitment. Hai bara Dubin, from the histor department. Ra!, Lou,
ot the
A-daii American studies depailinent.
anil Wend Sar% ass!, from %omen’s
studies and political science
The debate ended w ith coin
ments and questions from the audi
(hie audience menthe: Imes
t limed Schlatlys approach. accusing
het ot holding contradictions In he]
political hleologies
"Hov. can wit state that ’wu
are for sanctit in a human life and

yet he a sitong proponent ol the h.v the audience Ylt. ippOSCS se education in the classroom based on
death penalt.
Schlatl% %%as asked
Schlat I y cle% city responded the statement:
with -the hahy %%as not con% ic ted hy
"Should parents and teachers
The au-ience toll,med
a Roy
be condoning premarital Se% il) their
excited applause.
children ’"
\1 Ili) v,as
oh.ed
"Well then. should 12 -yearwith the Roe s. WaLle tillpienle
olds be ha%
habies.’" N’eddingCOL111 itecision that legali/ed abortion during the hist tomestei tit pie- ton rebutted.
toctisel minima) on alit:FTeri Aim liengiveno, %ho coor[1.111%es that should be offered dinates tl te ...omen’s Resource Cen%omen
pie%ent pregnancies and ter and has eicht )eais ot esperience
abortion Some esaiimles she used coaching debate teams. felt that
%ere Ilene’ se v education in the S,111.111v appealed to the audience on
schools and mine accessible both
emotional loci while Wedding contiol,
ton tended 1,1 be mote NIRICillied and
Schltiths response to these al- factual in het ;II
ha% mg more
tentati es %as
disapproved of of an intellectual appeal.

Lacrosse
[tract Sh,rakawa Datly staff photographer
and transit systems to a political science class Thursday. Ile Nas elected tio the hoard position in 1974.

kod Dirulon, Santa Clara County Super% isor explains his %ie%%s on Bay Area transportation prohlems

Transit: Problems detract from Valley
paid our way." Diridon said.
The powerful automobile lobb)
would never allo% the ginernment
to double the price of gas tor federal
uses. much less alloy. the gas his to
double. he said.
He said the federal goei ?fluent
has also hindered efforts in building
the Guadahme Corridor Project, a
20-mile light rail s)stem that will
travel through San Jose and Santa
Clara.
Diridon said that contrary to
newspaper reports, the project’s cost
did not une%pectedly increase b)
$120 million.
"The Guadalupe Project is not
walk S120 million over budget...
Diridon said.
The federal government %mild
not approe the plans that the courn
otticials had. so
had to settle toi
,
a -bare hones- plan
"Itecause it N. as their 111011e) .
Ne had to agree to their terms." 1)1
ridon said. "We % ouldn’t have got if

Fro/rip/0
county rims is nampoitation.- he
said. "Our abilo to gio% aniactiinan0 hased
vel,!, or destriictiel
of transpoitaon the
hon..
f)iridon say, the county needs
an integrated mass transportation
stem to pro% ide commuters with
ettectise m. s to get to work and
help cote,. prosper
He sticcests the current national
gasoline ho,
doubled to provide
hinds loi public transportation systems
We should demand the federal
goeininent klotible the current gas
t row ,ents to 18 cents and give
halt to mass tiansportation and a cent
tor reseal,. and de elopment of netA
tionspoilation sstems." Diridon
()ther countries. such as Sy:it/el land and German). charge about
s a g.illon foi e.i. but they still hu)
oil at about the same price that the
t nitei.1 States does since oil prices
the oil
ale hastealk iegulated
inc
ies. he said
and transportation
ILI\

Ile% el’

GQ author’s
name revealed
in lawsuit

’,lid

ht:

IsIleV,

111.1(

111C

Mole 0,pen,ie
lederal go\ nment

plall

one the
pro ed
The tederal goernment timance,’ half ot the project.
Didlion said the evtra none) 1,
Lome OW 01 ral)Sit reSel l’
goinc

Grande is giving you the best
prices on delicious pizzas.
Plus you can keep using the
coupon until each size pizza
is bought!
CI Small 2 Item pizza $5.00
E] Medium 2 Item pizza $6.00
ED Large 2 Item pizza $7.00
X-Iarge 2 Item pizza $8.00

,,,44waz!ttg,2,2
Grande Pizzeria

OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31,1987.
Prices do not include sales tax

L.-

(408) 292-2840
150 East San Carlos
on the corner of 4th St.
GOOD FOR TAKE
OUT ORDERS ONLY

CHRISTM 44.

,It.1111
Ill

He

Grande Pizzeria
Special Offer

18TH ANN L

The ,,111111 les Use the t.’tiess
theli
as a soft tit !al to

,e,,,..es

through if he hadn’t accepted then
proposal...

/ompoe, /
b.k.k Fast
aitiaus a small but
strong tollo%ing Vsr 1111 a little help.
tlie could lia)e a stiLeesstul pro
gram .
Hick also said the requesie,1
items are requirements for pain,’
pation in the W’estern (.’ollegiate Laci osse League.
Hie team listed acceptance in
the league as a short-range goal.
Long-range goals include ’inclusion
in the SJSI.’ athletic program, In other
S. action Wednesday:
The bi iard appri, ed
.9bi
fin the fencing club to 110,1 \%r
tingiii.hed European fencing masters
from April 26 to Ma% 1.
’0.775 special allocation
was gi en to help fund the March 7I Wonttt’s Week.
A S17,500 budget v.as appwscd to, the nee, .1 S. Public Relations Hoard through iiint. 30.

, FAIR!
!Nov. 3o-twc.
MON.-1.R1.9-5
IH 9.7

Lam,I OS ’St I I s \ Pi
foi ,..miedian loan kiers be.
the
author
1.h:filmed
Me%
11.1e
liee
t,1
le
II,IIIIC
11,,C
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know %ho it is. and %hen the la% suit
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name on it... ki%ers. spokesman.
R hard Clrant. said Thursda).
Grant said he purposel.v has not
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Stocking Stuffer Tent Sale
Western Micro Systems
Special Year-End Super Sale
New and Dtmo Computers and Peripherals

Equipment Available:
IBM,P1 I ompatibly
PrIniers
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When you play as hard as The Fabulous Thunderbirds,
grab hold of a Gold. Coors Extra Gold.

Where. Western Micro Systeme
555A Ellie Street Mountain View, CA
For into call’ 4011/725-11160 x338
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